
Paris Le Bourget, October 27th 2014

As a provider of solutions designed to withstand the harshest 
environment, EPCOTS will be unveiling at the upcoming EURONAVAL 

trade show, from Oct 27 to 31st, its latest INNOVATION.
! ! !

The naval tactical table PCAP* M2T32 will be displayed and allow users to test the 
unique features and capabilities offered by this new solution: high touch precision, 
multi touch capabilities, modularity and robustness will provide a unique tool for 

Command and Control, navigation and ISR applications.

The M2T32 innovation: The table 
has been designed with the 
feedback provided by the French 
Navy currently using EPCOTS 
navigation tables on board navy 
ships. End user’s experience has 
been a key input in the design and 
specification. The integration of the 
latest multi-touch PCAP sensor 
technology combined with a high 
bright / high contrast HD LCD bonded 
to the chemically strengthened glass 
provide to the users an unprecedented 
experience during operation at base 
like when sailing. This rugged 
tactical table will be presented on 
the  EPCOTS Booth (C28-D31).
EPCOTS designs and manufactures a range of multi-touch tables with IR 
technology: versatile rugged multi-touch capable solution designed to address the navy 
needs like navigation, tactical situation, combat management systems, command and 
control applications, intelligence…) on all type ships, including the smallest. The design of 
the mechanical structure allows for a vertical or horizontal configuration, creating a 
variety of possibilities for users to gather around the device and adapt the viewing 
experience to each situation. 
The EPCOTS range of tactical tables (32” to 55”) is sea proven and addresses the 
mandatory HMI requirements, like all other DIGITALIS EPCOTS products. Designed to 
survive the MIL environmental standard and similar European type standards, they are 
also modular by design allowing EPCOTS to propose custom solutions addressing specific 
needs when needed (map and navigation, video, radar, situation awareness…).

EPCOTS is also designing and manufacturing 2 additional ranges of 
products. EUROCOTS: electronic enclosures and racks are designed for the 
integration and protection of COTS component used by the Navy, the Army 
and in shelter type environment. Finally, the HEMERYS  line of products 
addresses the protection and anti intrusion of IT data.
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➤ EPCOTS. Specialized since 2003 in the protection of COTS components, EPCOTS 
has a record of performance in the engineering and manufacturing of turn-key 
innovative solutions addressing the Navy, the defense and security sectors. 
Focusing on addressing threats linked to environmental situations, EPCOTS is also 
addressing civilian electronic integrated solutions requiring operation in harsh 
environment.
Booth ⚑: EPCOTS is a division of the MontBlanc Technologies Group and displays its 
products at both C28-D31.

The MontBlanc Technologies Group is specialized into the domain of high 
protection and brings its skills and innovation capability to address complete 
turn-key demanding solutions.
The Group has 4 divisions: EPCOTS, SMAC, 4S, NESTOR Technologies.

➤ SMAC. Expert  in the analysis, design and manufacturing of elastomer parts to 
serve the Aerospace, the Defense, and oil and gas markets.

With a strong success in the aerospace market internationally, SMAC has been able to 
sustain a 20% yearly growth over the last few years.

This growth does not prevent SMAC from innovating on its legacy markets. SMAC has 
designed the SMACSTIC® subsea approved material, specific material to the Oil and 
Gas industry. This hyper elastic elastomer based on nanomolecules is perfectly suitable 
for operation in sea water, even when submitted to dynamic high amplitude deflections, 
and within a wide temperature range. Moreover this material can be stored up to 3 years 
without degrading and allows for superior adhesion performances.

Booth ⚑: SMAC is a division of the MontBlanc Technologies Group, and displays a 
sample of its products at booth C28-D31.

➤ 4S. Specialized into systems dedicated to safety security and peace keeping. 4S 
covers the civilian and military markets.

➤ NESTOR Technologies. Designs and promotes digital video surveillance 
materials and software, license plate recognition, fire detection and image 
processing solutions.
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